Dynamic flight stability of hovering mosquitoes.
The flight of mosquitoes is unusual compared with many other insects, such as fruit-flies and honey bees: mosquitoes fly with their legs spread; they also have rather short stroke amplitude, hence use different aerodynamic mechanisms to produce lift. Could their flight-stability properties be different from those of other insects? Here, we first measured wing kinematics and morphological parameters of two hovering mosquitoes, and then use the method of computational fluid dynamics to compute the aerodynamic derivatives and the techniques of eigenvalue and eigenvector analysis to study their stability properties. We found that their natural-mode structure is the same as that of many other insects: for the longitudinal motion, one unstable oscillatory mode, one stable fast subsidence mode and one stable slow subsidence mode; for the lateral motion: an unstable divergence mode, a stable oscillatory mode and a stable subsidence mode. The different aerodynamic mechanisms of mosquitoes do not change the major aerodynamic derivatives. The spread legs of mosquitoes have great effect on the moments of inertia and make the eigenvalue of the stable lateral mode much smaller. However, the leg-spreading has only a small quantitative effect on the unstable eigenvalues: the magnitudes of the eigenvalues in the two unstable modes, or the growth rate of the disturbances, are reduced by approximately 11%, compared to those calculated without considering the spread legs.